Two of the in-ceiling speaker models have extra foam bits in the box.

The iC2, iC3 and iC4 (the tri-tweeter models) all contain 2, 2.5" diameter, foam discs that attach to the center of the grille (one for each speaker in the box). The foam disc attenuates a peak in the output of the speaker centered at 5KHz.

The iC3s from the first production run all have extra foam discs in the box. In addition to the 2.5" diameter disc, there is a 1.5" diameter disc. The 1.5" diameter disc is not necessary and should be discarded by the installer (he can use it as a little tiny Frisbee, or maybe a cat toy). We used to use the 1.5" disc in a discontinued product (CS 6.1). Future production of the iC3 will not have the 1.5" disc making the current batch a limited edition and surly more valuable.

The iC1s from the first 1000 pairs all contain the 2.5" foam disc (2 per box). The foam disc is not necessary for the iC1 and should be discarded. There is no peak at 5kHz in the response of the iC1, so attaching the foam disc to the grille makes the frequency response worse. Again, the installers can use the 2.5" foam discs in the iC1 box as little Frisbees or cat toys.

The iC2 and iC4 speakers aren't affected and won't include the limited edition Frisbees. NHT will not be responsible for any cats that choke while trying in ingest the mini-Frisbees.

Bottom line:

IC3 -- 1.5" foam disc -- discard, Frisbee or cat toy.
IC1 -- 2.5" foam disc -- discard, Frisbee or cat toy.